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•  21cm線放射メカニズムとグローバルシグナル	  
•  PopIII星とPopII星形成史が与える影響	  
•  21cm線放射に関わる銀河形成の物理(シミュ

レーションを中心に)	  
– 電離光子	  
– 紫外線背景輻射	  
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中性水素の温度進化	  
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ライマンアルファ光子による散乱が頻繁に起きていればスピン温度はガス温度、起き
ていなければCMB温度となる	
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Ts~Tgasと近似される事が多い	
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21cm線の宇宙全体の進化	  
(矢島&Khochfar	  2015)	
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先行研究	



星形成史	

Kistler+2013	  (GRBより）	  
	  
銀河観測より：	  
Bouwens+2012	  
Oesch+2013,2014	  
Zheng+2012;	  Coe+2013	  

観測に対するフィッティング	
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	  (a-‐d,	  A,B:	  パラメータ)	  

(Bouwens+2011)	  

IMF:	  0.1-‐100Msun	  for	  PopII,	  10-‐500Msun	  for	  PopIII	  



再電離史	

PopIII無し	

PopIII有り	



スピン温度史	

スピン温度	

ガス温度	

ガス温度(加熱無し)	  
CMB温度	

星形成が大きくなっていくと、ガ
ス温度がCMBを超え、ライマン
アルファ散乱でスピン温度も
CMB温度から外れていく	  
ー＞21cmシグナルはポジティ
ブへ	



21cm線シグナル	

PopIII無し	

PopIII有り	



初代星IMFへの依存性	

Heger+2002	  

電離光子数は変わら
ないが、X線加熱率は
IMFによって変わる	

21cm線シグナルはあまりIMFによらない	



ブラックホールを入れてみる	

MBH=10-‐3Mstar	  

MBH=10-‐2Mstar	  

SEDはBroken	  Power-‐law	  
エディントン光度を仮定	

X線によってIGMはより
加熱される	



小まとめ	

•  Pop	  III星とPopII星の星形成史を仮定し、宇宙
全体の21cmシグナルの進化を計算した	  

•  極端なパラメータレンジのもとではSKAによっ
て、区別することは出来そうである	  

•  それぞれのパラメータについての物理的根拠
は第一原理的シミュレーションが必要	



それぞれのパラメータについての
理論研究の現状	  

~数値シミュレーションを中心に~	
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電離光子脱出率	

質量依存性に関しては収束してきている	

基本的には　電離光子放射率＝ f	  ×星形成率×光子脱出率	

Escape of ionizing photons 415

Figure 1. Upper: The ionization structure of Halo A(Mh ∼ 7 × 1011 M⊙). Lower: The ionization structure of Halo B(Mh ∼ 1 × 1010 M⊙). Colour indicates
the neutral fraction of hydrogen in log scale. White points show the positions of young star clusters.

Figure 2. Escape fraction as a function of halo mass at z = 3–6 for the
N144L10 Fiducial UVB run. Different colours are used for different redshifts
(red: z = 3, blue: z = 5, green: z = 6). The triangles in the bottom right panel
show the mean values in each mass bin with 1σ error bars. The data points
with log f esc < −2.5 are shown at log f esc = −2.5 for plotting purposes.

(blue open circles), and that of the low-mass haloes does not change
largely. On the other hand, our results and Gnedin et al. (2008)
indicate that f esc of high-mass haloes with Mh > 1010 M⊙ does
not change largely with redshift. For low-mass haloes with Mh <

1010 M⊙, it seems that f esc is increasing slightly with decreasing
redshift in our simulations. This might be due to the increasing
cosmic SFR density and increasing UVB intensity from z = 6 to 3.
Indeed, if we calculate the radiative transfer without the contribution
of UVB in equation (2) for the Fiducial run at z = 3 with the same
gas and stellar distribution, f esc decreases by ∼10–20 per cent. In
addition, the mass fraction of gas with log nH > 0.6 within haloes
increases with increasing redshift, which leads to a lower escape
fraction due to a higher recombination rate.

Fig. 4 shows the probability distribution function (PDF) of star
particles as a function of f esc in haloes with Mh ≤ 1011 M⊙ (top
panel) and Mh > 1011 M⊙ (bottom panel). The probability is defined
by P(f esc) = Nstar(f esc ∼ f esc + " f esc)/(Nstar,total " f esc), where Nstar

is the number of star particles that have the value of f esc ; Nstar,total is
the total number of source star particles; and " f esc is the binwidth.
The figure shows that the lower-mass haloes have a longer tail
towards higher values of f esc. Since the ionization structure in low-
mass haloes shows conical regions of highly ionized gas, ionizing
photons can escape easily through these ionized cones, but not
through other angular directions covered by highly neutral gas.
This allows for some star particles in lower-mass haloes to have
high f esc. On the other hand, the higher-mass haloes show very
complex and clumpy distribution of highly neutral gas, therefore it

C⃝ 2010 The Authors, MNRAS 412, 411–422
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2010 RAS

The Astrophysical Journal, 788:121 (18pp), 2014 June 20 Kimm & Cen

Figure 5. Left: escape fraction measured at the virial radius at three different redshifts from the FR run. Different redshifts are shown as different colors and symbols,
as indicated in the legend. To increase the statistical significance, we combine the results from seven consecutive snapshots for each redshift. Solid lines indicate the
median, and error bars show the interquartile range. Although there is a large scatter, more than 50% of the galaxies reveal fesc ! 10%. Right: photons escaping per
second through the virial sphere.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

smooth at late times indicates that these clumps are not entirely
susceptible, but somewhat resilient to the SN explosions arising
from neighboring star clusters.

More importantly, we find that there is a time delay between
the peak of fesc and sSFR. This is essentially because massive
stars with M ≈ 15 M⊙ explode ∼10 Myr after their birth in
our simulation. Let us suppose a dense cloud that just begins
to form stars. Since the gas flow is usually convergent in these
regions, the density of the gas will rise with time, and so does the
SFR. This means that more and more massive stars will explode
as time goes on. Once enough SNe that can significantly redis-
tribute the birth cloud go off, SFR will begin to drop, and fesc will
increase. Note that the increase in the number of SNe continues
even after the peak of SFR, as massive stars live ∼10 Myr. Once
the massive stars formed at the peak of SFR evolve off, star
formation will be further suppressed as a result of the destruc-
tion of the star-forming clouds, and strong outflows are likely
to be produced, thus maximizing fesc. Therefore, the time delay
stems from the interplay between the build-up of a noncoeval
star cluster and subsequent SN explosions after the lifetime of
the massive stars (∼10 Myr). The projected density distributions
of gas at two snapshots, one of which displays the peak in sSFR
(a) and the other shows the peak in fesc (b), substantiates that
it is indeed the strong outflow that elevates fesc (middle row).
When sSFR is at the peak value, the central galaxy appears rel-
atively quiet (panel a), whereas strong outflows are seen when
fesc is highest and sSFR drops rapidly (panel b). As one can read
from the figure, this mis-match of SFR and fesc means that a
large amount of ionizing photons at the peak of SF are absorbed
by their birth clouds. Although fesc is high in the early time
(tH ! 0.5 Gyr), the photon number-weighted mean fesc (dashed
lines) stays at around 10% level in these two examples.

We present statistical results of the escape fraction in Figure 5.
Since there are a limited number of galaxies in our simulated
volume and fesc varies significantly on ∼10 Myr, we compute the

median and interquartile range of fesc by combining the results
from seven consecutive snapshots spanning 21 Myr. Several
features can be gleaned from this figure. First, although there
is a considerable scatter, high-z galaxies exhibit a high fesc on
the order of 10%, which is normally required by semi-analytic
calculations of reionization to ionize the universe by z ∼ 6
(Wyithe & Cen 2007; Shull et al. 2012; Robertson et al. 2013).
Second, there is a hint that photons can escape more easily in the
galaxies hosted by lower mass halos. We attribute this to the fact
that feedback from stars efficiently destroys a few star-forming
clouds that are responsible for the total SF in smaller halos, as
opposed to larger ones in which young massive stars are buried
in many star-forming clouds that are relatively resilient to the
SN feedback arising from neighboring star clusters. As shown
in the top and bottom panels of Figure 4, when galaxies are
small, the entire star formation can be suppressed due to the
energetic outflows driven by SN explosions. Third, we find that
fesc is slightly higher at lower redshift for a given halo mass,
consistent with Paardekooper et al. (2013). This is essentially
because the mean density of the gas is smaller at lower redshift,
and the impact from SNe becomes more effective.

Note that high fesc does not necessarily mean that more
photons would leave their host halo. Star clusters older than
∼5 Myr would not contribute significantly to the total ionizing
photon budget even if their fesc is 1. The more relevant quantity
for reionization should take into account the photon production
rate, and we find that the (weak) redshift dependence of fesc
disappears when the photon escape rate is plotted (right panel
in Figure 5). Since the instantaneous measurement of fesc
could be misleading, we also present the photon production
rate-weighted, time-averaged escape fraction, ⟨fesc⟩("tH) ≡! tH

0 Ṅion(t)fesc(t)dt/
! tH

0 Ṅion(t)dt, in Figure 6 (left panel). This
is a better quantity to be used for the semi-analytic calculations
of reionization than fesc from Figure 5. Overall, we find that
the time-averaged escape fraction at z = 7 is around ∼10%,
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Table 3. UV escape fraction

Mean Luminosity-weighted mean

logMvir fesc log fescf? log fescf?fgas fesc log fescf? log fescf?fgas

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

6.5 0.49

+0.21
�0.26 �2.75

+0.15
�0.37 �3.91

+0.22
�0.10 0.52

+0.24
�0.29 �2.44

+0.25
�0.27 �3.60

+0.09
�0.32

7.0 0.45

+0.18
�0.21 �2.80

+0.53
�0.60 �3.92

+0.52
�0.52 0.54

+0.13
�0.24 �2.26

+0.50
�0.18 �3.21

+0.52
�0.10

7.5 0.27

+0.14
�0.20 �3.25

+0.40
�0.29 �4.36

+0.46
�0.23 0.32

+0.16
�0.16 �2.60

+0.35
�0.29 �3.52

+0.37
�0.40

8.0 0.10

+0.01
�0.08 �3.57

+0.36
�0.29 �4.54

+0.32
�0.32 0.25

+0.11
�0.19 �2.90

+0.67
�0.50 �3.79

+0.68
�0.58

8.5 0.04

+0.01
�0.03 �3.58

+0.59
�0.60 �4.48

+0.61
�0.60 0.05

+0.01
�0.02 �3.00

+0.27
�0.05 �3.88

+0.27
�0.04

Notes: Statistics are shown for galaxies at all times in 0.5 dex bins in Mvir. Column (1): Virial mass in units of M�. Column (2): Fraction of
hydrogen ionizing radiation that escapes the virial radius. Column (3): Product of the UV escape fraction and star foramtion efficiency. Column
(4): Product of column (3) and the gas mass fraction. Columns (5)-(7): Same as Columns (2)-(4) but ionizing luminosity weighted means are
shown. Errors shown are 1-� deviations.

Figure 7. Probability density functions (shaded regions) for the UV escape
fraction fesc (top panel), product of the star formation efficiency f? =

M?/Mgas and escape fraction (middle panel), and product of the middle
panel and the gas mass fraction (bottom panel) as a function of halo mass.
The data are shown from all times, and the pixels are weighted by the time
between snapshots. The mean and luminosity-weighted mean values in 0.5
dex bins are represented by red circles and blue squares, respectively. The
blue squares have been offset to the right for clarity.

10

7.25M� have fesc around 50 per cent for both the mean and
luminosity-weighted averages. This fraction then decreases with in-
creasing halo mass. In the 107.5M� bin, fesc is 30 per cent, shrink-
ing to a mean and luminosity-averaged value of 10 and 25 per cent,
respectively, for 108M� haloes. The large scatter in the MC haloes
is created by a wide spread in the gas fraction fgas and star forma-
tion efficiency f? (see Figure 4), where radiation in a gas-poor halo
propagates through a smaller neutral column, resulting in a higher
escape fraction, and vice-versa. Only five per cent of the ionizing
radiation escape from the largest haloes (Mvir > 10

8.25M�) in the
simulation.

The middle and bottom panels of Figure 7 show the behaviour
of the products fescf? and fescf?fgas. These products are essential
ingredients in semi-analytic, and semi-numerical reionization cal-
culations and numerical simulations that do not resolve the multi-
phase ISM of such small galaxies. In Section 3.2, we showed that
even the MC haloes can form stars at an appreciable rate with av-
erage values of f? just under 0.01 for typical star-forming mini-
haloes. The decrease in fesc dominates the downward trend in
these products with respect to halo mass. The product log fescf?
decreases from �2.8 to �3.6 (�2.3 to �3.0) in the halo mass
range 10

6.75 � 10

8.75M� for the mean (luminosity-averaged) val-
ues. Similarly, the product log fescf?fgas decreases from �3.9 to
�4.5 (�3.2 to �3.9) for the mean (luminosity-averaged) values in
the same mass range. This suggests that MC haloes may contribute
significantly to the ionizing photon budget. To further demonstrate
their contribution, Figure 8 shows the normalized cumulative es-
caping ionizing photon emissivity as a function of halo mass at
z = 12, 10, 8, 7.3 when the total ionizing emissivity of escaping
photons is (0.5, 0.9, 3.1, 7.3)⇥ 10

50 s�1 per comoving Mpc3, re-
spectively. At z > 10 in the simulation, low-mass haloes produce
the majority of the ionizing emissivity in the IGM before they cease
to form stars because of either Lyman-Werner or Jeans suppression.
At later times, the M & 10

8M� haloes in the simulation start to
dominate the ionizing emissivity, eventually providing nearly 80
per cent at the end of the simulation at z = 7.3. The large jump
at M ⇠ 10

8M� is caused a single halo undergoing a strong star
formation event with a sSFR ' 30 and fesc ' 0.6 that produces
70 per cent of the ionising photon budget in the simulation with the
remaining 20 and 10 per cent originating from more massive and
less massive haloes.

In principle, the luminosity-weighted average is always higher
than the mean value. This occurs because, at a fixed halo mass,
galaxies with higher luminosities will ionise their ISM and create
ionised channels out to the IGM more efficiently, boosting fesc in

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21
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Table 3. UV escape fraction

Mean Luminosity-weighted mean
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Notes: Statistics are shown for galaxies at all times in 0.5 dex bins in Mvir. Column (1): Virial mass in units of M�. Column (2): Fraction of
hydrogen ionizing radiation that escapes the virial radius. Column (3): Product of the UV escape fraction and star foramtion efficiency. Column
(4): Product of column (3) and the gas mass fraction. Columns (5)-(7): Same as Columns (2)-(4) but ionizing luminosity weighted means are
shown. Errors shown are 1-� deviations.

Figure 7. Probability density functions (shaded regions) for the UV escape
fraction fesc (top panel), product of the star formation efficiency f? =

M?/Mgas and escape fraction (middle panel), and product of the middle
panel and the gas mass fraction (bottom panel) as a function of halo mass.
The data are shown from all times, and the pixels are weighted by the time
between snapshots. The mean and luminosity-weighted mean values in 0.5
dex bins are represented by red circles and blue squares, respectively. The
blue squares have been offset to the right for clarity.
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7.25M� have fesc around 50 per cent for both the mean and
luminosity-weighted averages. This fraction then decreases with in-
creasing halo mass. In the 107.5M� bin, fesc is 30 per cent, shrink-
ing to a mean and luminosity-averaged value of 10 and 25 per cent,
respectively, for 108M� haloes. The large scatter in the MC haloes
is created by a wide spread in the gas fraction fgas and star forma-
tion efficiency f? (see Figure 4), where radiation in a gas-poor halo
propagates through a smaller neutral column, resulting in a higher
escape fraction, and vice-versa. Only five per cent of the ionizing
radiation escape from the largest haloes (Mvir > 10

8.25M�) in the
simulation.

The middle and bottom panels of Figure 7 show the behaviour
of the products fescf? and fescf?fgas. These products are essential
ingredients in semi-analytic, and semi-numerical reionization cal-
culations and numerical simulations that do not resolve the multi-
phase ISM of such small galaxies. In Section 3.2, we showed that
even the MC haloes can form stars at an appreciable rate with av-
erage values of f? just under 0.01 for typical star-forming mini-
haloes. The decrease in fesc dominates the downward trend in
these products with respect to halo mass. The product log fescf?
decreases from �2.8 to �3.6 (�2.3 to �3.0) in the halo mass
range 10

6.75 � 10

8.75M� for the mean (luminosity-averaged) val-
ues. Similarly, the product log fescf?fgas decreases from �3.9 to
�4.5 (�3.2 to �3.9) for the mean (luminosity-averaged) values in
the same mass range. This suggests that MC haloes may contribute
significantly to the ionizing photon budget. To further demonstrate
their contribution, Figure 8 shows the normalized cumulative es-
caping ionizing photon emissivity as a function of halo mass at
z = 12, 10, 8, 7.3 when the total ionizing emissivity of escaping
photons is (0.5, 0.9, 3.1, 7.3)⇥ 10

50 s�1 per comoving Mpc3, re-
spectively. At z > 10 in the simulation, low-mass haloes produce
the majority of the ionizing emissivity in the IGM before they cease
to form stars because of either Lyman-Werner or Jeans suppression.
At later times, the M & 10

8M� haloes in the simulation start to
dominate the ionizing emissivity, eventually providing nearly 80
per cent at the end of the simulation at z = 7.3. The large jump
at M ⇠ 10

8M� is caused a single halo undergoing a strong star
formation event with a sSFR ' 30 and fesc ' 0.6 that produces
70 per cent of the ionising photon budget in the simulation with the
remaining 20 and 10 per cent originating from more massive and
less massive haloes.

In principle, the luminosity-weighted average is always higher
than the mean value. This occurs because, at a fixed halo mass,
galaxies with higher luminosities will ionise their ISM and create
ionised channels out to the IGM more efficiently, boosting fesc in

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21
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電離光子脱出メカニズム	

最新のシミュレーションも似たような結論	  
Kim+(2012),	  	  Kimm&Cen(2015)	

多数のガスクランプによって	  
ブロックされる	
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Figure 1. Upper: The ionization structure of Halo A(Mh ∼ 7 × 1011 M⊙). Lower: The ionization structure of Halo B(Mh ∼ 1 × 1010 M⊙). Colour indicates
the neutral fraction of hydrogen in log scale. White points show the positions of young star clusters.

Figure 2. Escape fraction as a function of halo mass at z = 3–6 for the
N144L10 Fiducial UVB run. Different colours are used for different redshifts
(red: z = 3, blue: z = 5, green: z = 6). The triangles in the bottom right panel
show the mean values in each mass bin with 1σ error bars. The data points
with log f esc < −2.5 are shown at log f esc = −2.5 for plotting purposes.

(blue open circles), and that of the low-mass haloes does not change
largely. On the other hand, our results and Gnedin et al. (2008)
indicate that f esc of high-mass haloes with Mh > 1010 M⊙ does
not change largely with redshift. For low-mass haloes with Mh <

1010 M⊙, it seems that f esc is increasing slightly with decreasing
redshift in our simulations. This might be due to the increasing
cosmic SFR density and increasing UVB intensity from z = 6 to 3.
Indeed, if we calculate the radiative transfer without the contribution
of UVB in equation (2) for the Fiducial run at z = 3 with the same
gas and stellar distribution, f esc decreases by ∼10–20 per cent. In
addition, the mass fraction of gas with log nH > 0.6 within haloes
increases with increasing redshift, which leads to a lower escape
fraction due to a higher recombination rate.

Fig. 4 shows the probability distribution function (PDF) of star
particles as a function of f esc in haloes with Mh ≤ 1011 M⊙ (top
panel) and Mh > 1011 M⊙ (bottom panel). The probability is defined
by P(f esc) = Nstar(f esc ∼ f esc + " f esc)/(Nstar,total " f esc), where Nstar

is the number of star particles that have the value of f esc ; Nstar,total is
the total number of source star particles; and " f esc is the binwidth.
The figure shows that the lower-mass haloes have a longer tail
towards higher values of f esc. Since the ionization structure in low-
mass haloes shows conical regions of highly ionized gas, ionizing
photons can escape easily through these ionized cones, but not
through other angular directions covered by highly neutral gas.
This allows for some star particles in lower-mass haloes to have
high f esc. On the other hand, the higher-mass haloes show very
complex and clumpy distribution of highly neutral gas, therefore it
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Figure 7. Density (top), temperature (middle), and H2 fraction (bottom) are
shown as functions of the distance from the primary star for a typical minihalo.
Each dot corresponds to the SPH particle. The three colors correspond to the
three snapshots at 2180 yr, 8180 yr, and 98780 yr after the formation of the
primary star.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

if we could properly take into consideration the photoionization
feedback (Hosokawa et al. 2011), since the ionized gas has
higher temperature.

We also remark that the primary star and the secondary star
have already settled down to the main sequence at 105 yr. The
rest of the low mass stars are uncertain, since it is not possible
to resolve the mass accretion rate !10−5 M⊙ yr−1, above which
the stars of !10 M⊙ are still in the pre-main-sequence phase. We
have also checked that all protostars more massive than 10 M⊙
found in 59 minihalos are in the main sequence phase by the
end of the simulation (i.e., 105 yr after the first sink formation).

4.4. Mass Spectrum

We perform local radiation hydrodynamics simulations start-
ing from the 59 minihalos found in the cosmological simula-
tions. Hence we obtain the mass spectrum of the stars by sum-
ming up the contributions from all the minihalos. In the mass
spectrum of Figure 9, all the stars found in the local simulations
are taken into account.

It is immediately obvious that we have a very top-heavy
mass spectrum with a peak at several tens of solar mass, and
most of the first stars are within the range of 10 M⊙ ! M !
100 M⊙. This is the first IMF of the first stars by way of the

Figure 8. Evolution of sink particles on the M–Ṁ plane. The color gradient is
same as Figure 1. Solid lines denote the path of the six sink particles in this
particular run.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 9. Mass spectrum of first stars is shown. The colors in the histogram
correspond to the order of birth of these stars. The color legend in the upper
right corner describes the correspondence between the order of birth and the
color.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

three-dimensional simulations, including the effects of the
radiative feedback and the fragmentation.

On the other hand, stars exceeding 140 M⊙ (i.e., the pro-
genitors of PISNe) also exist in the simulations. In fact, those
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Expanding H ii regions around the primordial protostar for three in our sample of 110 clouds (the same ones as in Figure 12). We show the structure and
the evolution of the accreting gas from left to right. The plotted regions are cubes with 60,000 AU on a side. The colors indicate gas temperature and the contours
show the density structure. The main accretion takes place through the accretion disk on the equatorial plane. As the central protostar becomes more massive and the
surface temperature increases, the ionizing photon production of the central star increases. H ii regions are launched into the polar direction and the opening angles
grow with time, eventually stopping the accretion.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 5. Final distribution of the calculated stellar masses for our 110 first stars.
The red, blue, and black histograms represent the different paths of protostellar
evolution: P1: KH contracting protostar (red), P2: oscillating protostar (blue),
and P3: supergiant protostar (black). See the text in Section 2.2.1 for details.
P1hd refers to the cases in which the gas clouds are formed by HD cooling
and evolve on low-temperature tracks. P3p (predicted) indicates the same cases
as P3, except that the final masses are calculated from a correlation between
the properties of the cloud and the resulting stellar mass (Equation (13); see
Appendix B).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

to 1621 M⊙. However, the bulk of them are distributed around
several tens or a few hundreds of solar masses. We study the
origin of this distribution in Section 4 in detail. Here we merely
note that the distribution of stellar masses does not mirror the
distribution of dark matter halo masses.

3.2. Evolution in the Early Collapse Stage

3.2.1. Runaway Collapse of the Clouds

In this section we describe the early evolution of the star-
forming clouds up to the moment when a central hydrostatic
core is formed by considering the fate of nine representative
cases. Figure 6 shows that the gravitational collapse of a pri-
mordial cloud proceeds in the well-known self-similar man-
ner. The cloud has a central collapsing core and a surrounding
envelope during the collapse. Where the collapsing core has an
approximately homogeneous density distribution, the envelope
develops a power-law profile, nH ∝ R−2.2 (e.g., Omukai & Nishi
1998; Ripamonti et al. 2002). Figure 6 also shows the radially
averaged density profiles in the nine different clouds at the time
when the central density reaches 1012 cm−3. We see that densi-
ties at the same radial distance can differ among the clouds by
more than a factor of ten. The variation of the density structure
is attributed to the different thermal evolution during the col-
lapse (see Section 3.2.2). Some bumps in the density profiles
indicate the presence of neighboring density peaks, large disk-
or bar-like structures, or fragmented clumps in the collapsing
clouds. We discuss these cases further in Section 5.2.2.
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Figure 1. Simulation 7SN 200 Myr after the first supernova explosion: density-weighted density projection (
!

ρ2dz/
!

ρdz, left), metal-density-weighted metal
density projection (

!
ρ2

Zdz/
!

ρZdz, middle), and metallicity slice through the cell with maximum density (right). The metal density is derived from the
advected passive scalar tracing supernova ejecta. The cosmic web filament extends diagonally from top left. Note the relatively low metallicity near the centre,
resulting from a dilution of supernova ejecta with metal-free gas streaming down the cosmic web filament.

Figure 2. A slice of vorticity magnitude |∇ × v| in the centre of 1SN (left) and 7SN (right) overplotting ejecta tracer particles in a 5 pc thick slab containing the
slice (black dots). Note that metal ejecta are unmixed outside the central high-vorticity core, tens of parsecs in radius.

precluding mixing. Fig. 3 shows the joint distribution of gas den-
sity and metallicity in the two simulations. Metallicity spread in
low-density gas is high, indicating a high degree of inhomogene-
ity. The spread decreases with increasing density, becoming narrow
for n ! 10–100 cm−3. The narrowing of the metallicity spread is
a consequence of rapid turbulent homogenization. The densest gas
has negligible metallicity spread with Z ≈ 5 × 10−6 in 1SN and
5 × 10−7 in 7SN. We can conclude that the very first generation
of metal-enriched stars will be chemically homogeneous on the
scale of a stellar group or cluster. Recently, Feng & Krumholz
(2014) observed the same in simulations of star clusters forming
in a very different environment, the Milky Way disc (see, also,
Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2010). We shall see in the following section,
however, that stellar abundance patterns in the first metal-enriched
star-forming systems will not be simple superpositions of the yield
patterns of the contributing supernovae.

4 MO N O L I T H I C A N D B I A S E D E N R I C H M E N T

We procede to analyse how hydrodynamic dispersal depends on
the nucleosynthetic site. In analysing simulation 1SN, we split the
ejecta at supernova insertion into Nbin = 7 radial bins containing

equal ejecta masses and treat the bin index i = 1, . . . , Nbin as a
crude proxy for the isotopic group synthesized in the corresponding
bin. For example, the innermost bins could contain the explosively
synthesized Fe peak and α elements, the intermediate bins could be
rich in light hydrostatic elements (C and O), and the outermost bins
would contain H and He. This idealizes the explosion as preserving
spherical symmetry, which is certainly not the case, as symmetry
is strongly broken by convection preceding and during the collapse
and by RT fingering during the explosion (our simulations can cap-
ture the RT instability in the remnant but not in the explosion).
However, we expect that the radial ‘dredging’ of elements by in-
stabilities (and rotation-driven mixing, see e.g. Maeder & Meynet
2012) is incomplete and that some radial stratification is preserved
until the ejecta enter free expansion. In analysing simulation 7SN,
we ignore the stratification inside each explosion and take the bin
index i = 1, . . . , Nbin to range over the Nbin = NSN = 7 supernovae.

We first examine the degree to which the ejecta in different bins
are stirred with each other (to be further discussed in a forthcom-
ing follow-up paper). In 1SN, the outer, high-velocity mass shells
of the ejecta are well-stirred between themselves, but inner mass
shells remain highly inhomogeneous. In 7SN, the ejecta from super-
novae separated by short time intervals are well-stirred with each
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“１つ”の初代星の超新星爆発/重元素汚染を宇宙論的シミュ
レーションで精度よく追うことは可能に	  
	  
多数のミニハローによる超新星爆発と汚染されたガスからの
初代銀河形成のシミュレーションはこれから	



初代銀河での安定した星形成?	

Kimm&Cen	  14	
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Figure 4. Evolution of the escape fraction (fesc) and specific star formation rate (sSFR) in two massive halos from the FR run. Black solid lines in the top and bottom
panels indicate the escape fraction measured at the virial radius at each snapshot as a function of the age of the universe. We denote the logarithmic stellar mass at
different times by orange text. Black dashed lines correspond to the photon number-weighted average of fesc by that time (⟨fesc⟩). Blue shaded regions display the
sSFR in Gyr−1. One can see that there is a delay between the peak in fesc and sSFR due to the delay in the onset of the strong outflow. The middle panels show an
example of this delay identified in the top panel (a,b). The projected density of gas and the fraction of ionized hydrogen are shown in both cases, as indicated in each
panel. Interestingly, the volume filling fraction of the neutral hydrogen within 0.2 Rvir is found to be 25% large in the snapshot (b), indicating that fesc depends not
only by the volume-filling, circumgalactic neutral gas, but also dense star-forming gas. We do not display the physical quantities if Mvir ! 108 M⊙.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

SN feedback is primarily responsible for the low conversion
efficiency by directly comparing the stellar mass of the dwarf
galaxies between the simulations with and without ionizing
radiation (see Appendices A–C).

We now present the time evolution of star formation rate
and ionizing photon escape fraction of two randomly chosen
relatively massive galaxies in Figure 4. The plot corroborates
that the feedback from stars governs the evolution of galaxies.
The top and bottom panels show the evolution of specific star
formation rate (sSFR≡ Ṁstar/Mstar) and instantaneous fesc of
the central galaxy in dark matter halos of mass 3 × 1010 and
1010 M⊙, respectively. The SFR is computed by averaging

the mass of newly formed stars over 3 Myr. It is evident
that star formation is episodic on a timescale of 10–30 Myr
with both the frequency and oscillation amplitude decreasing
with increasing stellar mass. This means that SN explosions
effectively control the growth and disruption of star-forming
clouds. When the galaxies are small (tH ! 0.5 Gyr), the
explosions even completely shut down the star formation across
the galaxies, as stars form only in a few dense clouds. During
these quiet periods, fesc is kept high (fesc " 0.2). On the other
hand, massive galaxies contain many star-forming clumps, as
can be seen in the projected density plot (middle row). The
fact that the episodic star formation history becomes more
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Fig. 4.— Assembly history of the disks in simulation LW+RT which includes both LW and ionizing radiation. The panels present face-on
views of the assembling dwarf galaxy and show the evolution of gas densities in the redshift range 11.0 ≤ z ≤ 14.5 in cubical slices of
linear size 0.5 kpc. The locations of star particles emitting LW and ionizing radiation is indicated with black dots. This set of panels can
be directly compared with that in Figure 8 of Pawlik et al. (2011), which shows the gas densities in a simulation identical to simulation
LW+RT presented here except that it did not include star formation or radiation. Radiative feedback creates locally confined low-density
cavities (best visible in the bottom right panel), but it is not sufficiently strong to prevent the assembly of the disks inside the atomically
cooling dwarf galaxy.

on the dark matter distribution in minihalos (see also,
Wise & Abel 2008b).

4.3. The Disks

Figures 4 shows a sequence of snapshots of the gas den-
sity distribution centered on the dwarf galaxy in simula-
tion LW+RT. At the final simulation redshift, the gas at
the halo center is organized in a massive central, spheri-
cal clump, an inner compact disk, and an outer extended
disk. The panels can be compared with Figure 8 of
Pawlik et al. (2011), which shows the gas densities in our
earlier simulation identical to simulation LW+RT dis-
cussed here except that it did not include star formation
or radiation. The comparison shows that the radiative
feedback is weak and the inclusion of star formation and
LW and ionizing radiation does not prevent the forma-
tion of the disks seen in that earlier simulation.
The sequence of events leading to the formation of

the two disks is very similar with and without the in-
clusion of radiation, and the reader may therefore refer
to Pawlik et al. (2011) for additional details. A major
merger at redshift z ! 15 channels gas in the halo center.
This leads to the formation of the first gaseous disk by
z = 13.5. The disk subsequently develops spiral arms.
The spiral arms exert torques that imply an outward
transport of angular momentum in the disk gas. As a
consequence, the disk shrinks in size. At z ≈ 12, a se-
quence of minor mergers replenishes the halo center with
gas, producing the second gaseous disk. This disk re-
mains spatially extended until the end of the simulation.
The second disk surrounds the first disk, and the two
have orientations tilted with respect to each other. This
tilt is an interesting consequence of the hierarchical as-

sembly of the emerging dwarf galaxy (e.g., Roškar et al.
2010; Pawlik et al. 2011). The formation redshifts of the
disks are similar in all simulations and hence insensitive
to the inclusion of radiation.
Photoheating creates low-density regions in the disk

gas, leaving behind a disk morphology more complex
than in the absence of photoheating (compare, e.g., the
bottom right panel of Figure 4 with the corresponding
panel in Figure 8 of Pawlik et al. 2011). These regions
remain, however, locally confined, and the disks remain,
as a whole, intact and relatively unaffected by photo-
heating. This insensitivity of the gas to photoheating is
consistent with the fact that at the time of formation of
the disks, i.e., at z ! 15, the galaxy halo has already en-
tered the atomic cooling regime. Hence, its gravitational
potential is sufficiently deep to confine photoheated gas
in its interior. A positive feedback loop which consists
of high gas densities confining the photoheated H II re-
gions, allows the gas to collapse to increasingly higher
densities, further confining the photoheated gas.
The left panel of Figure 5 shows the Toomre param-

eter, averaged in annular bins, of the disk gas at the
final simulation redshift, Q = csκ/(πGΣ), where cs is
the adiabatic sound speed, κ = (4Ω2 + rdΩ2/dr)1/2 the
epicyclic frequency, and Ω the angular velocity of the
disk gas (Toomre 1964). In all three simulations Q " 1
at radii larger than the gravitational softening length,
implying that the disk configuration is stable against
fragmentation. Note that the inclusion of LW and ion-
izing radiation increases disk stability by increasing the
sound speed. The inclusion of ionizing radiation further
helps to preserve the disks because photoheating evapo-
rates the gas from the low mass halos merging with the

Pawlik+12	
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Fig. 2.— Assembly history of the dwarf galaxy. The blue solid curves in each panel show the evolution of the indicated property of the
dwarf galaxy in simulation LW+RT which included both LW and ionizing radiation. For comparison, the red dash-dotted and the black
dashed curves show, respectively, the evolution of the same properties in simulation LW that included only LW but not ionizing radiation
and in simulation NOFB in which star particles remained dark and the intensity of the LW background was set to zero. The left-hand
panel shows, from top to bottom: (a) virial mass Mvir (upper set of three curves which are nearly on top of each other) and stellar mass
M⋆ (lower set of three curves), and the mass corresponding to a virial temperature Tvir = 104 K (dotted; Equation 6 with µ = 0.6); (b)
SFR; (c) baryon fraction, and the universal baryon fraction Ωb/Ωm ≈ 0.17 (dotted); (d) specific angular momentum jgas of the gas. The
right-hand panel shows, from top to bottom: (a) the maximum gas density nH,max; (b) the mass-weighted mean temperature ⟨T ⟩, and the
virial temperature corresponding to the virial mass of the dwarf galaxy (in the NOFB simulation, dotted); (c) the mass-weighted mean
ionized hydrogen fraction ⟨ηHII⟩, and the initial ionized hydrogen fraction, ηHII = 3×10−4 (dotted); (d) the mass-weighted mean molecular
hydrogen fraction ⟨ηH2

⟩, the initial molecular hydrogen fraction, ηH2
= 1.1 × 10−6 (lower dotted), and the freeze-out molecular fraction

expected in fossil H II regions, ηH2
≈ 2 × 10−3 (upper dotted; Oh & Haiman 2002). All quantities are computed considering only matter

inside the redshift-dependent virial radius rvir. The inclusion of photodissociation and photoheating implies as strong negative feedback
on the condensation of gas and the formation of stars in the minihalo progenitor, but has little effect after the minihalo evolved into an
atomically cooling galaxy.

of ionizing radiation. The average mass-weighted ion-
ized fraction, which has been increasing until then, re-
mains roughly constant at around ⟨ηHII⟩ ! 0.1. As a
result of the large densities, the SFRs approach those
seen in the simulation without radiation. The average
mass-weighted molecular hydrogen fraction reaches val-
ues in excess of ⟨ηH2

⟩ " 2× 10−3 as H2 forms efficiently
not only in fossil H II regions (e.g., Oh & Haiman 2002;
Johnson et al. 2007) but also in the ionization fronts
of the H II regions under irradiation from the ionizing
stars (Ricotti et al. 2002; see also, Shapiro & Kang 1987;
Jeon et al. 2012).
A major merger at redshift z ≈ 15 is accompanied by

a strong increase in the specific angular momentum of
the halo gas. The gas then settles in a disk, which is
essentially in place at z ≈ 13.5. The merger and the
formation of this disk are shown in Figure 4, which dis-

play a sequence of snapshots of the gas density inside
the forming dwarf galaxy. The disk is surrounded by
a second larger-scale disk at z ≈ 12. The evolution
and the properties of these two disks will be discussed
in more detail in Section 4.3 below. After the forma-
tion of the disks, the difference between virial and aver-
age gas temperatures that has amplified since the halo
has become an atomic cooling halo continues to increase.
In the atomic cooling halo this difference arises primar-
ily because a fraction of the gas does not shock-heat to
the virial temperature upon accretion onto the halo. In-
stead, the gas can efficiently cool inside the dense fila-
ments that reach into the virial region and supply the
halo center with gas (Pawlik et al. 2011). A qualita-
tively similar difference between average and virial tem-
peratures has been seen in other simulations of high-
redshift low-mass galaxies (e.g., O’Shea & Norman 2007;
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of ionizing radiation. The average mass-weighted ion-
ized fraction, which has been increasing until then, re-
mains roughly constant at around ⟨ηHII⟩ ! 0.1. As a
result of the large densities, the SFRs approach those
seen in the simulation without radiation. The average
mass-weighted molecular hydrogen fraction reaches val-
ues in excess of ⟨ηH2

⟩ " 2× 10−3 as H2 forms efficiently
not only in fossil H II regions (e.g., Oh & Haiman 2002;
Johnson et al. 2007) but also in the ionization fronts
of the H II regions under irradiation from the ionizing
stars (Ricotti et al. 2002; see also, Shapiro & Kang 1987;
Jeon et al. 2012).
A major merger at redshift z ≈ 15 is accompanied by

a strong increase in the specific angular momentum of
the halo gas. The gas then settles in a disk, which is
essentially in place at z ≈ 13.5. The merger and the
formation of this disk are shown in Figure 4, which dis-

play a sequence of snapshots of the gas density inside
the forming dwarf galaxy. The disk is surrounded by
a second larger-scale disk at z ≈ 12. The evolution
and the properties of these two disks will be discussed
in more detail in Section 4.3 below. After the forma-
tion of the disks, the difference between virial and aver-
age gas temperatures that has amplified since the halo
has become an atomic cooling halo continues to increase.
In the atomic cooling halo this difference arises primar-
ily because a fraction of the gas does not shock-heat to
the virial temperature upon accretion onto the halo. In-
stead, the gas can efficiently cool inside the dense fila-
ments that reach into the virial region and supply the
halo center with gas (Pawlik et al. 2011). A qualita-
tively similar difference between average and virial tem-
peratures has been seen in other simulations of high-
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A dusty, normal galaxy in the epoch of reionization 
Darach Watson1, Lise Christensen1, Kirsten Kraiberg Knudsen2, Johan Richard3, Anna Gallazzi4,1, and Michał Jerzy Michałowski5 

Candidates for the modest galaxies that formed most of the stars 
in the early universe, at redshifts z > 7, have been found in large 
numbers with extremely deep restframe-UV imaging1. But it has 
proved difficult for existing spectrographs to characterise them 
in the UV2,3,4. The detailed properties of these galaxies could be 
measured from dust and cool gas emission at far-infrared wave-
lengths if the galaxies have become sufficiently enriched in dust 
and metals. So far, however, the most distant UV-selected gal-
axy detected in dust emission is only at z = 3.25, and recent re-
sults have cast doubt on whether dust and molecules can be 
found in typical galaxies at this early epoch6,7,8. Here we report 
thermal dust emission from an archetypal early universe star-
forming galaxy, A1689-zD1. We detect its stellar continuum in 
spectroscopy and determine its redshift to be z = 7.5±0.2 from a 
spectroscopic detection of the Lyα break. A1689-zD1 is repre-
sentative of the star-forming population during reionisation9, 
with a total star-formation rate of about 12 M� yr–1. The galaxy 
is highly evolved: it has a large stellar mass, and is heavily en-
riched in dust, with a dust-to-gas ratio close to that of the Milky 
Way. Dusty, evolved galaxies are thus present among the fainter 
star-forming population at z > 7, in spite of the very short time 
since they first appeared. 

As part of a programme to investigate galaxies at z > 7 with the 
X-shooter spectrograph on the Very Large Telescope, we observed 
the candidate high-redshift galaxy, A1689-zD1, behind the lensing 
galaxy cluster, Abell 1689 (Fig. 1). The source was originally identi-
fied10 as a candidate z > 7 system from deep imaging with the Hub-
ble and Spitzer Space Telescopes. Suggested to be at z = 7.6±0.4 
from photometry fitting, it is gravitationally magnified by a factor of 
9.3 by the galaxy cluster10, and though intrinsically faint, because of 
the gravitational amplification, is one of the brightest candidate z > 7 
galaxies known. The X-shooter observations were carried out on 
several nights between March 2010 and March 2012 with a total 
time of 16 hours on target. 

The galaxy continuum is detected and can be seen in the binned 
spectrum (Fig. 2). The Lya cutoff is at 1035±24 nm and defines the 
redshift, z = 7.5±0.2. It is thus one of the most distant galaxies 
known to date to be confirmed via spectroscopy, and the only galaxy 
at z > 7 where the redshift is determined from spectroscopy of its 
stellar continuum. The spectral slope is blue; using a power-law fit, 
Fλ � λ–β, β = 2.0 ± 0.1. The flux break is sharp, and greater than a 
factor of ten in depth. In addition, no line emission is detected, ruling 
out a different redshift solution for the galaxy. Line emission is ex-
cluded to lensing-corrected depths of 3×10–19 erg cm–2 s–1 (3σ) in the 

 

1

Figure 1 | The gravitationally lensing galaxy cluster Abell 1689. The 
colour image is composed with Hubble filters: F105W (blue), F125W 
(green), F160W (red). The zoomed box (4˝×4˝) shows A1689-zD1. 
Contours indicate FIR dust emission detected by ALMA at 3, 4, and 5σ 
local RMS (yellow, positive; white, negative). The ALMA beam 

2

(1.36˝×1.15˝) is shown, bottom left. Images and noise maps were prima-
ry-beam corrected before making the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) maps. 
Slit positions for the first set of X-shooter spectroscopy are overlaid in 
magenta (dashed boxes indicate the dither), while the parallactic angle 
was used in the remaining observations (pink dashed lines). 
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Figure 3: Gas dynamics, dust obscuration, and distribution of gas and star formation in HFLS3. 
a, b, High-resolution (FWHM 0.35”x0.23”) maps of the 158-µm continuum (a) and [CII] line emission (b) 
obtained at 1.16 mm with the PdBI in A-configuration, overlaid on a Keck/NIRC2 2.2-µm adaptive optics 
image (rest-frame UV/optical light). The r.m.s. uncertainty in the continuum (a) and line (b) maps is 180 
and 400 µJy beam-1, and contours are shown in steps of 3 and 1σ,!starting at 5 and 3σ,!respectively. A 
z=2.092 galaxy (labeled G1B) identified through Keck/LRIS spectroscopy is detected ~0.65” north of 
HFLS3, but is not massive enough to cause significant gravitational lensing at the position of HFLS3. 
Faint infrared emission is detected toward a region with lower dust obscuration in the north-eastern part 
of HFLS3 (not detected at <1 µm). The Gaussian diameters of the resolved [CII] and continuum 
emission are 3.4 kpc x 2.9 kpc and 2.6 kpc x 2.4 kpc, suggesting gas and SFR surface densities of!!!
Σgas = 1.4 x 104 Msun pc-2 and! ΣSFR = 600 Msun yr-1 kpc-2 (~0.6 x 1013 Lsun  kpc-2). The high ΣSFR is 
consistent with a maximum starburst at near-Eddington-limited intensity. Given the moderate optical 
depth of! τd<~1 at 158 µm, this estimate is somewhat conservative. Peak velocity (c) and F.W.H.M. 
velocity dispersion (d) maps of the [CII] emission are obtained by Gaussian fitting to the line emission in 
each spatial point of the map. Velocity contours are shown in steps of 100 kms-1. High-resolution       
CO J=7-6 and 10-9 and H2O 321-312 observations show consistent velocity profiles and velocity 
structure (Figures S5-S7). The large velocity dispersion suggests that the gas dynamics in this system 
are dispersion-dominated. See Supplementary Information Sections 3 and 5 for more details. 
 

Table 1: Observed and derived quantities for HFLS3, Arp 220 and the Galaxy 
! HFLS3 Arp 220* Milky Way* 
redshift 6.3369 0.0181 - 
Mgas (Msun)a (1.04+/-0.09)  x 1011 5.2 x 109 2.5 x 109 

Mdust (Msun)b 1.31+0.32
-0.30 x 109 ~1 x 108 ~6 x 107 

M* (Msun)c ~3.7 x 1010 ~3-5 x 1010 ~6.4 x 1010 

Mdyn (Msun)d 2.7 x 1011 3.45 x 1010 2 x 1011 (<20 kpc) 
fgas

e 40% 15% 1.2% 
LFIR (Lsun)f 2.86+0.32

-0.31 x 1013 1.8 x 1012 1.1 x 1010 

SFR (Msunyr-1)g 2,900 ~180 1.3 
Tdust (K)h 55.9+9.3

-12.0 66 ~19 
!

For details see Supplementary Information, Section 3. 
*Literature values for Arp 220 and the Milky Way are adopted from refs. 27, 20, 28, 29, and 30. The total molecular gas mass of the 
Milky Way is uncertain by at least a factor of 2. Quoted dust masses and stellar masses are typically uncertain by factors of 2-3 due to 
systematics. The dynamical mass for the Milky Way is quoted within the inner 20 kpc to be comparable to the other systems, not 
probing the outer regions dominated by dark matter. The dust temperature in the Milky Way varies by at least +/-5 K around the 
quoted value, which is used as a representative value. Both Arp 220 and the Milky Way are known to contain small fractions of 
significantly warmer dust. All error bars are 1σ!r.m.s. uncertainties.!
aMolecular gas mass, derived assuming  αCO!= Mgas/L’CO = 1 Msun (K kms-1pc2)-1, see Supplementary Information, Section 3.3. 
bDust mass, derived from spectral energy distribution fitting, see Supplementary Information, Section 3.1. 
cStellar mass, derived from population synthesis fitting, see Supplementary Information, Section 3.4. 
dDynamical mass, see Supplementary Information, Section 3.5. 
eGas mass fraction, derived assuming fgas=Mgas/Mdyn, see Supplementary Information, Section 3.6. 
fFar-infrared luminosity as determined over the range of 42.5-122.5 µm from spectral energy distribution fitting, see Supplementary 
Information, Section 3.1. 
gStar formation rate, derived assuming SFR[Msunyr-1] = 1.0 x 10-10 LFIR [Lsun], see Supplementary Information, Section 3.2. 
hDust temperature, derived from spectral energy distribution fitting, see Supplementary Information, Section 3.1. 
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High-‐zでもダストに埋もれた
星形成銀河が発見されてき
ている	



紫外線脱出率	  (矢島+2015)	

高密度領域のmassive銀河は
z>6でも半分以上の紫外線が
ダストによって吸収されうる	

平均的な密度領域	
高密度領域	



ダスト形成/破壊を考慮した最近の
シミュレーション	

McKinnon+15(see	  also	  Bekki’13)	
8 R. McKinnon, P. Torrey, and M. Vogelsberger

z = 2 total mass gas-phase metal dust

25 kpc
dust-to-metal ratio

Figure 1. Surface densities of baryons, gas-phase metals, and dust (first, second, and third columns, respectively) as well as corresponding
dust-to-metal ratio (fourth column) for the Aquarius C halo at z = 2, 1, and 0 using level 4 initial conditions with fiducial feedback and
dust physics. The two images in each column at fixed redshift represent face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) projections. All distances are
given in physical units. The scale bar in the first row indicates 25 kpc. Projections were performed in a cube of side length 150h�1 kpc
centered on the potential minimum. Movies of this simulation are available through http://www.mit.edu/~ryanmck/#research.
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Figure 1. Surface densities of baryons, gas-phase metals, and dust (first, second, and third columns, respectively) as well as corresponding
dust-to-metal ratio (fourth column) for the Aquarius C halo at z = 2, 1, and 0 using level 4 initial conditions with fiducial feedback and
dust physics. The two images in each column at fixed redshift represent face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) projections. All distances are
given in physical units. The scale bar in the first row indicates 25 kpc. Projections were performed in a cube of side length 150h�1 kpc
centered on the potential minimum. Movies of this simulation are available through http://www.mit.edu/~ryanmck/#research.

c� ??? RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–28

ダストの形成、破壊はすべてサ
ブグリッドモデルとして各SPH粒
子内に組み込んで計算	

In the case of NGC 1705, UV absorption line studies show
that the H i envelope has AO ¼ 7:43 " 0:22 (Heckman et al.
2001): the oxygen abundance in the H i envelope is a factor of
6 below the oxygen abundance determined from the H ii regions
(J. Moustakas et al. 2007, in preparation). For this oxygen abun-
dance, Mdust/MH for NGC 1705 is consistent with equation (13).

The dust content of the envelope is often also uncertain. The
stellar densities in the outer regions of these galaxies are low, and
the starlight will be dominated by light coming from the central
regions. Table 6 lists (!L!)B, the total stellar luminosity in the B
band. For each of these galaxies we give the estimated half-mass
radius "0:5 for the H i, and we have estimated the starlight in-
tensity scale factor U at the H i half-mass radius,

U0:5 ¼
1

1:982 ; 10#13 ergs cm#3ð Þ
!L!ð ÞB

4#c D"0:5ð Þ2
; ð19Þ

where 1:982 ; 10#13 ergs cm#3 is (!u!)B for the local ISRF
(Mathis et al. 1983). Equation (19) neglects internal extinction

within the dwarf galaxy [illumination of the outer envelope will
suffer the same attenuation as radiation escaping the galaxy,
from which (!L!)B was obtained]. Only one galaxy in Table 6,
the dwarf starburst NGC 1705, has U0:5 > 0:2.
The ak 0:03 $m grains that normally dominate the 160 $m

emission are expected to have temperatures T & 17U1/6 K ¼
12(U/0:1)1/6 K, with peak !p! at k& hc/6kT &180(0:2/U )1/6 $m.
Therefore, for the seven galaxies in Table 6 withU0:5 < 0:2, even
the MIPS 160 $m band (with half-response points at 140 and
174 $m) is relatively insensitive to whatever dust may be present
at and beyond "0:5 except for a small fraction that may be close
to local stellar sources. MIPS photometry for these galaxies is
dominated by the dust in the luminous regions, and the SED fit-
ting is therefore fitting the parameters for this dust. If there is dust
present beyond the half-mass radius, submillimeter observations
will be required to detect it in all of the galaxies in Table 6 except
NGC 1705.
In the case of SBS 0335#052, whereHunt et al. (2005) report an

extraordinarily low dust-to-gas mass ratioMdust/MH ¼ 1 ; 10#7, a
factor of 5000 below equation (13), we note that this galaxy has not
been detected at wavelengths between 100 $m and 1 cm. The
dust models are poorly constrained, and it is possible that they
may have significantly underestimated the mass of cool dust. In
addition, much of the H i mass in SBS 0335#052 may be in an
extended envelope, where the metallicity is unknown and where
the dust temperatures would be very low. Deep submillimeter ob-
servations would be of value to better determine the dust content
of SBS 0335#052.

7.3. Dust-to-Gas Mass Ratio and Galaxy Type

The dependence of the dust-to-gas mass ratio on galaxy type
is explored in Figure 18. Spiral galaxies (Sab, Sb, Sbc, Sc, Scd,
Sd) routinely have Mdust/MH & 0:007 to within a factor of 2.
We have dust mass estimates for three elliptical galaxies

(NGC 0855, NGC 3265, and NGC 4125) but lack information
on the gas content of NGC 0855 and NGC 4125. Detection of
21 cm emission gives a lower bound on the gasmass inNGC3265.
If the molecular and ionized gas mass in NGC 3265 is small
compared to the H i mass, then this elliptical galaxy has a dust-
to-gas ratio consistent with 'solar metallicity.
The three S0 galaxies in our samples have dust-to-gas ratios

that are consistent with the range seen for normal spirals: NGC
3773 hasMdust/MH < 0:01, and NGC 1482 and NGC 5866 have
Mdust/MH & 0:005.

TABLE 6

Parameters for Selected Dwarf Galaxies

Galaxy Morphological Type

D

(Mpc) MB

(!L!)B
(L()

"IR
(arcmin)

f (H i)
" < "IR

"0.5(H i)
(arcmin) U0.5(H i)

DDO 053........................... Im 3.56 #13.44 2.1 ; 107 . . . 0.33a 1 0.11

NGC 6822......................... Im 0.49 #14.03 3.7 ; 107 17 0.33b 33b 0.034

Holmberg I........................ Im 3.84 #15.12 1.0 ; 108 . . . 0.29c 2 0.11

NGC 1705......................... Im 5.10 #15.76 1.8 ; 108 0.33d 0.15 0.69e 4.0

NGC 2915......................... Im 2.70 #16.41 3.3 ; 108 0.5 0.028f 4.75a 0.13

Holmberg II....................... Im 3.39 #16.69 4.2 ; 108 . . . 0.20c 4 0.15

IC 2574 ............................. Sm 4.02 #17.38 8.0 ; 108 . . . 0.19c 6 0.089

NGC 4236......................... Sdm 4.45 #17.94 1.3 ; 109 4.25 '0.5 4.2g 0.18

a Becker et al. (1988).
b Estimated from H i profile in Cannon et al. (2006b).
c Walter et al. (2007).
d Cannon et al. (2006a).
e Meurer et al. (1998).
f Estimated from H i data in Meurer (1997).
g Estimated from Rots (1980) map, assuming FWHM ¼ 100 Gaussian beam.

Fig. 17.—Galaxies with and without SCUBA fluxes (circles and diamonds,
respectively), including 28 galaxies with only lower limits on the gas mass. The
solid line shows eq. (13); dashed lines show factor of 2 variations around the solid
line. Note that the upper bounds are all galaxies whereMdust has been determined,
but either H i or CO has not been observed. Filled diamonds show Mdust/MH for
regions where IR emission is detected (see x 7.2). [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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21cm線に関わる天体の情報	

電離	
紫外線	  
背景放射	

X線	  
背景放射	

Massive	  BHs,	  ULX,	  
超新星残骸	

PopIII/II	  star	  formaKon	  
光子脱出率	

矮小銀河のSFR	  
ダスト	  



銀河とブラックホールの共進化	

Gultekin+2009	  

	  z>6	
?	

204 GÜLTEKIN ET AL. Vol. 698

Figure 1. M–σ relation for galaxies with dynamical measurements. The symbol indicates the method of BH mass measurement: stellar dynamical (pentagrams), gas
dynamical (circles), masers (asterisks). Arrows indicate 3σ68 upper limits to BH mass. If the 3σ68 limit is not available, we plot it at three times the 1σ68 or at 1.5 times
the 2σ68 limits. For clarity, we only plot error boxes for upper limits that are close to or below the best-fit relation. The color of the error ellipse indicates the Hubble
type of the host galaxy: elliptical (red), S0 (green), and spiral (blue). The saturation of the colors in the error ellipses or boxes is inversely proportional to the area of
the ellipse or box. Squares are galaxies that we do not include in our fit. The line is the best fit relation to the full sample: MBH = 108.12 M⊙(σ/200 km s−1)4.24. The
mass uncertainty for NGC 4258 has been plotted much larger than its actual value so that it will show on this plot. For clarity, we omit labels of some galaxies in
crowded regions.

relation from sample S. The distribution of the residuals appears
consistent with a normal or Gaussian distribution in logarithmic
mass, although the distribution is noisy because of the small
numbers. For a more direct test of normality we look at log(MBH)
in galaxies with σe between 165 and 235 km s−1, corresponding
to a range in log(σe/200 km s−1) from approximately −0.075
to 0.075. The predicted masses for the 19 galaxies in this
narrow range differ by at most a factor of 4.3, given our
best-fit relation. The power of having a large number of
galaxies in a narrow range in velocity dispersion is evident
here, as there is no need to assume a value for the slope of

M–σ or even that a power-law form is the right model. The
only assumption required is that the ridge line of any M–σ
relation that may exist does not change substantially across
the range of velocity dispersion. The mean of the logarithmic
mass in solar units is 8.16, and the standard deviation is
0.45. The expected standard deviation in mass is 0.19, based
on the rms dispersion of log(σe/200 km s−1) (0.046) in this
range times the M–σ slope β; thus the variation in the ridge line
of the M–σ relation in this sample is negligible compared to
the intrinsic scatter. We perform an Anderson–Darling test for
normality with unknown center and variance on this sample of

	  z~0	

高赤方偏移での大質量ブラックホールについてはまったく不明	



シミュレーションにおける大質量
ブラックホール形成	

Di	  MaSeo+12	  
(see	  also	  Li+07)	

MBH=105Msunで始めて、ボンディ降着、	  
シンプルな熱フィードバックではとりあ
えずほぼEdingtonで成長	



星質量BHの成長についてはどうか？	  
MBH=100Msun	  

2D	  RHD	  simulaKons	  by	  
Milosavljevic	  et	  al.	  (2009)	  

フィードバックなどによって、効率
的に成長出来なそうである	

Alvarez+09	



105	  Msunの種ブラックホール形成	  

See	  also	  Rees	  (1984)	  

Volonteri	  (2012)	  

ガス降着	  

ダイレクトコラプス	  

星やBH同士の合体	  



ダイレクトコラプス	  

Suppression	  of	  H2	  formaKon	  due	  to	  
strong	  background	  UV	  

Thoul&Weinberg	  (1995)	  

High	  Tgas,	  Mjeans,	  Macc	  
-‐>	  super-‐massive	  star(~104-‐5Msun)	  
-‐>	  MBH	  

Omukai+(2001,	  2008),	  Spaans+	  (2006),	  Begelman	  (2006),	  Haiman+	  (2006)	  
Regan+(2009,	  2014),	  LaKf	  (2013),	  Choi+(2013);	  Inayoshi+(2013,	  2014)	  
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Direct	  Collapse	  2	  

非常に強い紫外線輻射場が必要(必要な量はSEDによって変わる)	  
Metal/ダストがあるとダメ	  
-‐>	  統計的にはどれくらいこのモデルで~10^5Msunのブラックホール
が作られるかは不明	  

Omukai	  et	  al.	  (2008)	  

Wise	  et	  al.	  (2012)	  

First	  galaxies	  can	  be	  easily	  
metal	  enriched	  

10	  



星団モデル	  

Or	  

Super-‐massive	  star	  
-‐>	  Direct	  collapse	  

Compact	  star	  clusters	  
(e.g.,	  Ferrara+13,	  Katz+15)	  

(e.g.,	  Begelman06;Lodato&Natarajan06)	  

BH	  

Compact	  gas	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  cloud	  

(Mayer+10,	  Nature)	  

(Hopkins+09)	  



Recent	  cosmological	  simulaKon	

4 H. Katz et al.

of the cluster, Mclump needed to have N∗(> Mthresh) ≥ 1.
For a Salpeter IMF (ξ(M) ∝ M−2.35), with Mmin = 0.1 M⊙

and Mmax = 100 M⊙, we find Mclump = 1.3 × 104 M⊙

for N∗(> Mthresh) = 1. Once the nuclear star cluster in
the simulation reaches this fiducial mass of 1.3 × 104 M⊙,
we allow the simulation to run for tlag = 3.5 Myrs before
we extract the clump, consistent with Devecchi & Volonteri
(2009). Note that the stellar IMF at high redshift is un-
known and the chosen value of Mclump will change consid-
erably based on the choice of IMF. However, given that our
chosen value of Mclump is much lower than the masses of
observed nuclear star clusters, this is a rather conservative
assumption.

2.2 Results from the cosmological simulation

In order to model the formation of a Pop. II star cluster,
we identify a collapsing cloud of gas in close vicinity to an-
other already collapsed object. This allows for the first halo
to undergo an episode of Pop. III star formation and en-
rich the surrounding gas, post supernova, to a level suitable
for forming Pop. II stars. The secondary collapsing object,
however, must be located at a sufficient distance such that
the radiation feedback from the first episode of Pop. III star
formation does not disrupt the collapse.

2.2.1 The collapse of two mini-halos in close separation

A halo of Mvir = 2.48 × 107 M⊙ was identified at z = 20
in the dark matter-only simulation with comoving box size
500 kpc/h. The member particles were traced back to the
initial conditions where they were centered and the simula-
tion was reinitialized with baryons. Within this larger halo,
two mini-halos were identified with a distance such that the
first collapsing object can enrich the second with metals.

At the time of collapse, the first mini-halo has a virial
mass Mvir = 2.7 × 105 M⊙, a virial radius Rvir = 62 pc2,
and a baryon fraction of 14.2 per cent. This halo begins to
collapse at z = 31.6 and is the first object to collapse in the
entire simulation volume.

If we assume that the average mass of Pop. III stars is
40 M⊙, the average lifetime of the system prior to super-
nova explosion is 3.9 Myr (Schaerer 2002). We model this
by implementing a metallicity floor of 10−4 Z⊙ at z = 30.7.
The simulations of Ritter et al. (2012) model the transport
of metals explicitly from the supernova of Pop. III stars and
demonstrate that the surrounding medium can be enriched
to metallicities as high as 10−2 Z⊙. The metal enrichment
extends all the way to the virial radius of the halo in only 8.5
Myr. The outflow is expected to be bipolar and the dense fil-
aments feeding the halo should be only minimally enriched.
The first mini-halo studied here is less massive than the halo
in Ritter et al. (2012). We may therefore expect more mix-
ing along the filaments as the outflow should be less impeded
by gas in the central regions of the halo in our simulation.

At z = 28.9, the second object begins its collapse at a
distance of 117 pc from the center of the first mini-halo and
slightly outside its virial radius. This occurs 12.9 Myr after

2 The virial radius is calculated assuming that the average den-
sity of the object equals 200ρcrit.

Figure 1. Snapshot of the two mini-halos 8.5 Myr after the col-
lapse of the second object. The secondary collapsing halo is cen-
tered.

the collapse of the first object. This leaves sufficient time
for the first object to form Pop. III stars and enrich the
surrounding material with metals. The first mini-halo has
since grown to Mvir = 8.33× 105 M⊙ with Rvir = 97 pc and
a baryon fraction of 16 per cent. The second object is falling
into the potential well of the first mini-halo along a dense
filament (see Figure 1) and the two objects will eventually
merge.

Assuming a population of 40 M⊙ Pop. III stars, we can
estimate the expected intensity of the Lyman-Werner radi-
ation at the location of the second mini-halo as,

J21 = 1021
Nphhp

4π2r2
, (2)

where J21 is in units of 10−21erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1 sr−1, Nph =
Q̄N∗fesc is the total number of photons emitted per second
which escape the galaxy for a population of N∗ Pop. III stars
with mass of 40 M⊙, Q̄ = 2.903 × 1049 photons/s (Schaerer
2002) for a 40 M⊙ Pop. III star, fesc is the escape fraction,
and hp is Planck’s constant. For fesc = 0.1 and a separation
of 117 pc, we find J21 = 0.937N∗ .

Regan et al. (2014b) have demonstrated that for an
anisotropic Lyman-Werner source, the critical value of J21

needed to completely dissociate H2 and keep the gas from
cooling is J21 ≈ 103. This would require ≈ 4.3 × 104 M⊙

in Pop. III stars which is greater than the entire baryonic
mass of 3.3× 104 M⊙ present within the virial radius of the
halo at collapse. Our simulations do not include metals and
dust which should be present in the second mini-halo and
will help the gas cool and catalyze the formation of H2. One
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Figure 6. Left. Number of binaries as a function of time for a representative NBODY6 simulation with the top-heave Saltpeter IMF, with
no initial binaries or primordial mass segregation, that results in a VMS with a mass of MVMS = 455.1 M⊙ after 9 separate collisions.
The time at which the VMS undergoes a collision/merger is indicated with a vertical line where black represents a binary collision and
red represents a hyperbolic collision. Right. The mass of the collisional runaway as a function of time for the same simulation. The solid
vertical line is the lifetime of the most massive stars in the cluster and the point at which the simulation is stopped. The light and dark
gray regions represent the mass ranges where PISNs and IMBHs potentially form. In each panel, the time at which the VMS underwent a
collision/merger is indicated with a dashed vertical line where black represents a binary collision and red represents a hyperbolic collision.

lation, the effective SFE at the end of the N-body simulation
drops to 57 per cent, 10 per cent lower than the initial value.
The impact of varying the SFE on our results is further dis-
cussed in Appendix C where we relax the assumption of
ϵ = 2/3.

3.1.6 Possible outcomes of runaway collisions
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2) when stellar collisions result in the formation of a pair-
instability supernova (PISN) which occurs when mergers
produce a star with 150 < M < 260 M⊙, and 3) when col-
lisions do not lead to efficient runaway growth and no star
exceeds the PISN mass threshold. In order to sample the
probability of each outcome, we generate multiple realiza-
tions of each set of initial conditions.

The runaway collision process begins when the high
mass stars sink to the center of the cluster and dynamically
form binaries. Encounters with other stars perturb these bi-
naries by either three- (or many-) body scattering or by bi-
nary exchanges. The semi-major axis of the dominant binary
continues to shrink as the system loses energy due to these
encounters and if the eccentricity becomes high enough, the
two stars merge. This process of binary capture followed by
a merge repeats until the core evolves to sufficiently low den-
sity or the supernovae from the first massive stars disrupt
the cluster. To demonstrate this process in practice, we show
in Figure 6 the number of binaries as a function of time as
well as the mass evolution of the collisional runaway star
for a representative star cluster simulation which forms a
VMS with a mass of MVMS = 455.1 M⊙ after 9 separate
collisions. We indicate the times of a collision and see that
most of these coincide with the points at which the num-

ber of binaries changes. The two specific instances where
the collision time is not related to a change in number of
binaries occur when the VMS undergoes a hyperbolic colli-
sion. The masses of the secondary objects in these types of
collision tend to be small with the average secondary mass
of the hyperbolic collision being 1.05 M⊙ compared to the
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negligible amounts of mass to the overall mass of the VMS.

3.2 Results of the direct N-body simulations

3.2.1 Non-spherical N-body simulations

We begin by studying the non-spherical star clusters which
are set up to reproduce the mass distribution obtained from
the cosmological simulations.

3.2.1.1 Varying the density profile, Q and D In
Table 1 we list the initial conditions of all of the models
sampled in this section as well as the results. We fix the
stellar IMF to a top-heavy Salpeter IMF (TH Salp) such
that Mmin = 1 M⊙, Mmax = 100 M⊙ and α = −2.35. For
each of these models 50 realizations have been run. The frac-
tion of models which produce a VMS does not exceed 12 per
cent and the most massive VMS have masses in the range
275-410 M⊙. The average number of collisions for these mod-
els is rather low. This prohibits collisional runaway in the
majority of realizations. In Figure 7, we plot the core num-
ber density4 for this initial set of models and see that it
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4 The core radius is computed following Casertano & Hut (1985)
where the density at each particle is calculated using the five
nearest neighbours.
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ayoshi & Omukai 2012; Agarwal et al. 2012, 2013; Hosokawa
et al. 2013). This scenario is also supported by detailed nu-
merical simulations (Regan & Haehnelt 2009; Regan et al.
2014; Mayer et al. 2010; Choi et al. 2013; Latif et al. 2013;
Johnson et al. 2014; Inayoshi et al. 2014; Agarwal et al.
2014). One of the main requirements of this scenario is a
strong UV background radiation with J21 & 100 in units
of 10�21 erg s�1 cm�2 Hz�1 and very low metallicity
(Z . 10�5 Z�) (Omukai et al. 2005, 2008; Dijkstra et al.
2008; Agarwal & Khochfar 2015; Sugimura et al. 2014; In-
ayoshi & Tanaka 2014).

Recently Mayer et al. (2010) showed in high-resolution
simulations that another suggested path to the formation of
MBHs via major mergers of galaxies could work. Their sim-
ulations showed that a large amount of gas in disc galaxies
falls down to the galactic centres due to angular momen-
tum loss by tidal force, and massive high-density gas clumps
form. They suggest that the gas clouds directly collapse into
MBHs.

In addition, Inayoshi et al. (2015) suggested that SMSs
could form in merging primordial haloes due to collisional
dissociation of H2 in the compressed high-density regions.
The outcome of the collapse depends sensitively on the equa-
tion of state of the gas. If radiative cooling quickly occurs, a
collapsing gas cloud fragments and forms a dense star clus-
ters instead (e.g., Regan & Haehnelt 2009; Ferrara et al.
2013).

In such dense star clusters MBHs form due to interac-
tions between stars and BHs via a series of stellar merging
and tidal disruption events (e.g., Rees 1978). Direct numer-
ical simulations by Portegies Zwart & McMillan (2002) sup-
port this view and show that compact dense star clusters
cause core-collapse and make very massive stars (VMSs) of
⇠ 1000 M� within the typical lifetime of massive stars (see
also, Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2014).

Very recently Katz et al. (2015) followed the merging
processes of metal enriched haloes in detailed cosmologi-
cal hydrodynamics simulations and showed the formation of
high-density gas clumps which are potential sites of dense
star clusters leading to the formation of VMSs. In this work,
we investigate the possibility of the formation of MBHs via
the formation of VMSs and subsequent growth by stellar
relaxation processes in merging galaxies at z > 6.

Our paper is organized as follows. We describe our
model in Section 2. In Section 3, we show the masses of
VMSs as a function of halo mass, and the final BH masses,
and the mass function of MBHs. In Section 4, we investigate
the e↵ects of Population III stars and the nature of metal
poor globular clusters. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize
our main conclusions.

2 MODEL

The starting point of our model is the formation of compact
star clusters in major mergers (M1/M2 < 3.5, M1 > M2)
of gas-rich disc galaxies. It has been shown in a series of
numerical simulations that during such events gas initially
in a rotationally supported disc looses angular momentum
and collapses toward the potential minimum of the merger
remnant (Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Springel et al. 2005; Di
Matteo et al. 2005; Naab et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2006; Cox

et al. 2006; Li et al. 2007; Mayer et al. 2010). This gas will
reach high densities on short time scales and be available to
fuel star formation in the centre. The low amount of angular
momentum facilitates the formation of compact star clusters
(Regan & Haehnelt 2009).

The progenitor disc is assumed to relate to the hosting
dark matter halo viaRd ⇠ �Rvir (e.g., Mo et al. 1998), where
� and Rvir are spin parameter and virial radius, respectively.
In this work, we assume � = 0.05, however, our results are
not depending on the specific choice of � as we will show
below.

We model the progenitor discs of merging galaxies as a
Mestel, isothermal profile, i.e., ⌃(R) = ⌃0(Rd/R), where ⌃0

and Rd are scale parameters and estimated as a function of
halo properties (Mo et al. 1998; Devecchi et al. 2010),
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Here Vh is the circular velocity.
The amount of inflowing gas during the merger is esti-

mated using the prescription in Hopkins et al. (2009), which
assumes that during the merger a gaseous and stellar bar
develop which are out of sync and exert a torque on each
other. The resulting mass inflow of gas is then estimated by,

Minf = 2⇡⌃0RdVh(1� fgas)fdisc bar�⌧, (2)

where fgas is the gas fraction in the disc, fdisc is the fraction
of the disc mass to the total mass including bulge and dark
matter (⇠ �: van den Bosch 2001),  bar is the mass fraction
of stars in the bar, and �⌧ is the time since the merger. We
assume fgas = 0.9, i.e., 10% of the disc is in stars before the
merger takes place. The mass of the resulting star cluster
increases with decreasing fgas, leading to formation of more
massive BHs as we will show below. As suggested in Hopkins
et al. (2009), we set  bar = 1.

We consider the initial 3 Myr after the merger, which
corresponds to the life time of massive stars and the onset
of supernovae feedback which will halt star formation in the
star cluster.

Once mass inflow occurs the inner structure of the disc
will change. Here we focus on much smaller region at galactic
centers than galactic disk scales, hence assume spherical gas
distribution. Before going to collapse into star clusters, we
approximate the density profile of clouds with a singular
isothermal profile,

⇢gas =
c2s

2⇡Gr2
(3)

where cs is a sound velocity of which we use the virial
temperature. By integrating the density profile, we deter-
mine the radius of star clusters, i.e., Minf =

R rcl
0

4⇡r2⇢gasdr,
hence,

rcl = 0.22 pc
⇣ �s
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In general, star formation rate can be estimated by Ṁstar ⇠
⌘

Mgas

tdyn
where ⌘ . 0.05 is the star formation e�ciency (e.g.,

Krumholz et al. 2012). The dynamical time of our mod-
eled gas clouds is typically . 104 yr which is much shorter
than 3 Myr. Therefore, we assume that Mcl ⇠ Minf . On
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cal hydrodynamics simulations and showed the formation of
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star clusters leading to the formation of VMSs. In this work,
we investigate the possibility of the formation of MBHs via
the formation of VMSs and subsequent growth by stellar
relaxation processes in merging galaxies at z > 6.

Our paper is organized as follows. We describe our
model in Section 2. In Section 3, we show the masses of
VMSs as a function of halo mass, and the final BH masses,
and the mass function of MBHs. In Section 4, we investigate
the e↵ects of Population III stars and the nature of metal
poor globular clusters. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize
our main conclusions.
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Krumholz et al. 2012). The dynamical time of our mod-
eled gas clouds is typically . 104 yr which is much shorter
than 3 Myr. Therefore, we assume that Mcl ⇠ Minf . On
the other hand, before supernovae occurs, radiative feed-
back may reduce the conversion e�ciency from gas to stars
due to photo-evaporation of gas. Hence, we also study the
case of Mcl = 0.3Minf .

The star clusters undergo core-collapse, and massive
stars migrate toward the centre of the star cluster. Recent N-
body simulations show that the time scale of core-collapse
is similar to that of dynamical friction (Fujii & Portegies
Zwart 2014),

tCC ⇠ tdf =
1.91
ln(⇤)

R2
cl�

0

Gmmax
(5)

where ln(⇤) is the Coulomb logarithm, �0 is three dimen-
sional velocity dispersion of stars and mmax is the maximum
mass of stars based on the initial stellar mass spectrum. We
assume that the stellar cluster is that of a King profile and
use a Salpeter initial mass function with the mass range of
m = 0.1� 100 M�. Due to core-collapse, the stellar density
at the centre quickly rises. As a result, at the centre, stars
frequently collide with each other and coalesce, resulting in
the formation of very massive stars (VMSs) of ⇠ 1000 M�
(Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2002). Numerical simulations
estimate the final mass of such VMS as (Portegies Zwart &
McMillan 2002):

MVMS = mmax + 4⇥ 10�3Mclfcln(⇤)ln

✓
3 Myr
tCC

◆
(6)

where Mcl is the mass of the star cluster, and fc is the fac-
tor used to calibrate the analytical estimate against direct
N -body simulations (fc = 0.2; Portegies Zwart & McMillan
2002). Here we assume that Mcl ⇠ Minf . If the core-collapse
time scale tCC is longer than 3 Myr, stars will explode as
type-II supernovae and we set MVMS = mmax. Following
Portegies Zwart & McMillan (2002) and Fujii & Portegies
Zwart (2014), we use a King profile with W0 = 3 for the stel-
lar density distribution of our model star clusters. If the mass
of the VMSs are greater than ⇠ 260 M�, VMSs directly col-
lapse to BHs (Heger & Woosley 2002). After core-collapse,
star clusters can shrink by a factor of a few (Fujii & Porte-
gies Zwart 2014), massive stars tend to distribute near the
centres of star clusters due to mass segregation. We here will
use the initial state of the star cluster in our calculations,
noting that the calculated growth rates will be lower lim-
its based on the fact that we do not take into account core
collapse and mass segregation in the cluster. Subsequent dis-
ruptions of stars by the BH deplete the loss cone and drive
the growth of the BH to a halt. However, the loss cone can
be refilled by stars that loose angular momentum and mi-
grate towards the centre or have a high ellipticities. In this
work, we consider angular momentum transport due to re-
laxation processes between stars. We will focus on two main
types of relaxation processes, resonant and non-resonant.

Two-body relaxation (non-resonant:NR) takes place
over a time scales of (e.g., Binney & Tremaine 2008; Kocsis
& Tremaine 2011),

tNR(r) = 0.34
�3

G2⇢m2ln(⇤)
, (7)

where ⇢ is the stellar density, and m2 =< m2 > / < m >

is the e↵ective mass. For a Salpeter IMF int the mass range
0.1� 100 M�, m2 = 4.8 M�.

The second relaxation process we consider is resonant
relaxation (RR). Stars close to MBH move on Kepler orbits.
These stars cause wire-like fluctuation in the gravitational
potential governed by the MBH, and induce perturbations to
stellar orbits. In particular, stars on the same plane exchange
angular momentum via scaler RR resulting in a change of el-
lipticities of the orbits. As a result, stars with high ellipticity
enter within the tidal radius of the central MBH and will be
disrupted by it. The e↵ect of scaler RR can be suppressed by
mass and general relativistic precession (Hopman & Alexan-
der 2006), in contrast to the classical Keplarian case.

The scalar RR time scale is estimated by (Hopman &
Alexander 2006),

tsRR(r) =
ARR

N(< r)

✓
MBH

Mstar

◆2

P 2(r)

����
1
tM

� 1
tGR

���� . (8)

where ARR is a numerical factor of order unity (⇠ 3.56;
Rauch & Tremaine 1996), P (r) = 2⇡[r3/(GMBH)]

1/2, tM
and tGR are the mass and general relativistic precession
time scales. Following Hopman & Alexander (2006), we es-
timate the mass and general relativistic precessions as fol-

lows, tM = AM
MBH

N(r)Mstar
P (r), and tGR = 8

3

⇣
cJ

4GMBH

⌘2

P (r),

where AM = 1 is assumed. The shorter of the two relaxation
time scales is used to estimate the loss cone refilling and
growth of BHs,

trelax(r) = min(tNR, t
s
RR). (9)

At radii where the interior mass is dominated by the
stars and not the BH we only consider tNR, because the
stellar orbits are not Keplerian anymore. Over the relax-
ation time scale Trelax, the angular momentum of stars is
transported, and hence, the loss-cone is refilled, causing the
growth of BHs. We estimate the BH mass by integrating the
stellar density profile and time evolution as follows (see also
Chen & Liu 2013),

MBH(t) = M init
BH +

Z t

0

dt

Z Rcl

0

4⇡r2⇢star(r, t)
trelax(r, t)

dr. (10)

3 RESULTS

3.1 Formation of very massive stars

Figure 1 shows the predicted mass of VMSs based on Eq. 6 as
a function of the halo mass of the remnant. Most notably the
mass of VMSs drops beyond halo masses of Mh ⇠ 108.5�9.
This is a direct consequence of the increasing core collapse
time scale tCC in larger haloes. The di↵erence in predicted
masses of VMSs as a function of redshift is again related
to the longer core-collapse time scales at high low redshifts,
which result in systematic lower masses. Once the core col-
lapse time scale is larger than the life time of massive stars,
i.e. 3 Myr, we assume that collisions between stars become
negligible during the life-time of the star, and no VMS is
formed. The long relaxation times would even in the case
that a remnant black hole forms, be too long to grow it e�-
ciently. The mass of VMSs increases with halo mass, because
the mass of star clusters increases with halo mass in our
model. However, with increasing cluster mass and radius,
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まとめ	

•  21cm線シグナルに関わるさまざまな天体の
形成に関して、徐々に第一原理的計算がさ
れつつある	  

•  初代星から初代銀河への計算はされつつあ
るが、統計的な性質に関してはこれから	  

•  (JWST&TMTによってある程度の制限?)	  
•  X線背景輻射のモデル化はまだまだ	  
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